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Deep silence, the shrill of cicadas, seeps into rocks. 
Stillness penetrating the rocks, the voice of a cicada. 




















て、英題名は The Yellow Handkerchief となっ
ており、A Happy Yellow Handkerchiefあるい
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The Venerable Ren’yo goes to Yoshizaki 
accompanied by a deer, which is a sacred 









According to Shin’ran’s will, Kashma- 
Myojin advises the Venerable Ren’yo to 











On the 13th of March in 1474 there 
appears an old woman swimming on her 
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Together with his daughter, Kihachi, a 
fisherman, carries a bundle of rice, in 









Kihachi receives a warrant of fishery and 









Daughter-in-law intimidated by 
Disguised Mother: ‘You can eat me away 
if you want to do that, but you can’t take 










The old woman, that disguised Mother, 
repents herself, which has an effect to 
make an attached mask of devil removed 












The Nun Kengyoku ascends to Heaven, 
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Honkobo throws himself into the fire to 











Charred body of Honkobo, who keeps the 





















Ren’yo bequeaths the six characters,  
Na-Mu-A-Mi-Da-Butsu, taught by Mas- 
ter Shin’ ran, as a departing gift for the 









On the 4th of September in 1475 the 
Venerable Ren’yo escapes to Obama in 
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